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Unwavering Support in an Uncertain Time
Though our physical spaces are closed, library staff remain steadfast and innovative in our support of clinicians, researchers,
and educators.
We are continually working with vendors to license resources and expand access to collections temporarily to
accommodate online educational needs during this period.
Librarians are offering support through online instruction, consultations, and drop-in office hours.
Interlibrary loan and document delivery services continue remotely, though limited to electronic materials.
Library staff are available through our website chat box everyday from 10am - 5pm and anytime by email
at AskYaleMedicalLibrary@yale.edu.
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Tools or Staying Current
CDC PubMed Search Alerts
Set up a PubMed search alert for COVID-19

New Subscriptions
NEJM Catalyst
NEJM Catalyst is a peer-reviewed journal
focusing on the latest innovations, big ideas,

Read by QxMD
Download the mobile app for latest research and

and practical solutions for health care

follow specific journals or keywords such as "COVID-
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The New York Times

Google Alerts
Set up an alert using the search string COVID-19 OR

All current Yale faculty, students, and staff
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now have access to The New York Times

2019-nCoV OR 2019nCoV OR coronavirus

through a new library subscription. *Access
is limited to Yale affiliates with a yale.edu
email address.*

STAT+
For the latest coverage of biotech, pharma, policy, and

COVID-19 Open Data Files - Ongoing

life sciences news

data repository of coronavirus cases and
deaths in the U.S. by The New York Times.
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